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Midstream oil & gas 
company Enterprise 
Products relies 
on LandVision™ 
to manage right-
of-way projects, 
conduct due 
diligence, and track 
property records 
across the U.S.

Accessing property data in different 
regions required traveling to multiple 
county assessor offices and making 
numerous onsite visits, which was 
inefficient and expensive.

LandVision allows Enterprise Products to 
combine nationwide property information 
with the company’s proprietary data for 
efficient remote property research.

• Integrate Proprietary Data: Analyze
your company’s data alongside
DMP’s property and location data to
streamline workflows.

• Access Complete Location Data in
One Place: Review current, accurate
location information from anywhere in
the country within a single application.

• Collaborate with Project Teams
Effectively: Share data across project
teams to ensure everyone has access
to consistent location information.
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LandVision Helps Enterprise Products Track and 
Manage Land Acquisition Across the Country 
Audra Lund is the Lead Land Analyst for midstream oil & gas company Enterprise 
Products. Lund’s department is responsible for acquiring right of way to lay 
pipeline and handling due diligence and records for tracts of land acquired by 
the company.

Pair DMP’s Nationwide Property Data with Your Proprietary Data 
Enterprise Products primarily uses LandVision to access complete parcel data. 
LandVision’s extensibility also allows the company to import their own data to visualize 
where they’ve laid pipeline assets and placed valves and facilities. With LandVision, 
Lund’s team also overlays plans for new pipeline assets, researches property owners, 
and generates ownership lists with the help of complete owner portfolios.

“Time is limited for us, and projects have to be done ASAP,” Lund says. “LandVision 
enables us to quickly identify property ownership and details for various tasks.”

Use Centralized Location Data to Develop Efficient Workflows
Prior to using LandVision, Lund’s team was doing research in courthouses or 
onsite to get the data they needed, which was time-consuming and inefficient. 
“The land department benefits by aggregating detailed research among multiple 
counties in one place. We no longer have to go county to county to get the 
information we need,” according to Lund.

“LandVision saves our department time and money, in terms of 
travel costs and courthouse fees, because onsite research has been 
reduced,” Lund explains. “Everything can be done in-house, faster.”
Share Data Across Project Teams Anytime, Anywhere
Enterprise Products does a significant amount of field work in remote locations. 
LandVision helps team members operating in different geographies effectively 
share data with each other.

“LandVision allows multiple departments to access and utilize the same data we’re 
using in the land department,” says Lund. “Some teams were hesitant at first, but now 
that everyone has seen what a strong application LandVision is, everyone is on board!”

Over 1,200 businesses and government entities trust the DMP platform to help them make more
confident decisions.

To see our location intelligence solutions for the oil & gas industry or request 
more information, visit www.digmap.com/oil-gas-pipeline.
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